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Chiral platinum-polypyrrole hybrid films as efficient enantioselective actuators  

Sunpet Assavapanumat,a,b‡ BhavanaGupta,a‡ Gerardo Salinas,a Bertrand Goudeau,a Chularat 

Wattanakitb* and Alexander Kuhna*   

We report the synthesis of a hybrid bilayer, being composed of a free-standing conducting polymer 

film and a layer of mesoporous metal, encoded with chiral features. The resulting structure 

constitutes an enantioselective actuator, which can be electrochemically addressed in a wireless way. 

The controlled discriminatory deformation of the film allows an easy readout of chiral information.  

Nowadays the development of materials with sophisticated properties is of crucial importance as it 

allows increasing their performance and application potential. Hybrid materials, composed of at least 

two chemically different constituents, have been studied for several decades, aiming at the 

integration of multiple component properties in a synergistic way.1 One important field of 

application for such hybrid structures is the development of efficient actuation systems. A 

particularly interesting scientific challenge is to achieve wireless actuation as a function of different 

chemical stimuli, for applications ranging from controlled robotic motion to remote sensor 

manipulation.2 In this context, biomimetic actuation is of special interest aiming at, among others, 

reproducing the behavior of muscles. It has been recently demonstrated that muscle tissue can 

interact differently with the two enantiomers of a drug molecule3 and it is therefore interesting to 

design an artificial analog, showing such an enantioselective actuation behavior. Thus, the first major 

component of the proposed hybrid structure is a material which enables selective molecular 

recognition. Molecular imprinting is an efficient strategy for the generation of specific recognition 

sites that can interact with target molecules in a highly selective and sensitive way.4 Usually, 

imprinting is carried out with polymeric matrices which can be used for molecular recognition after 

the removal of a given template.4,5 Such molecular imprinted polymers (MIP) emerged as interesting 

materials for potential applications ranging from biosensing and chromatography to nanofiltration 

and electrodialysis.4a, 6 In the specific case of enantioselective sensing, designer surfaces need to be 

engineered in such a way that they retain chiral features.7 Since many pharmaceutical compounds 

are chiral with the desired effect for only one of the two enantiomers, their selective recognition as 

well as separation is an important challenge.8 MIPs have been widely employed to generate chiral 

recognition sites in the presence of a chiral template, however, sometimes suffer from difficult 

template removal, poor mass transfer, low binding constants and slow binding kinetics.4a, 7b, 9 

Substituting polymeric materials with metals is an interesting alternative option, but the recognition 

efficiency is limited by the active area in the case of flat surfaces.10 To overcome the problem of 

small active surface areas, mesoporous metals can be used instead as a matrix. They are well-known 

as highly efficient materials for various applications ranging from catalysis and drug delivery to 

chemical detection.11 Based on these interesting properties, their molecular imprinting with chiral 

features has been recently proposed.12 The designed analogous porous materials are stable after 

removal of the template, and retain their chiral character even for long periods of time. The high 

surface area not only increases significantly the number of recognition sites, but also improves the 

accessibility by the target molecules.  

The second major ingredient of the here proposed hybrid material is a conducting polymer. 

Conducting polymers are well-known for showing electrochromic features and controlled actuation 

behavior, triggered by a change in oxidation state.13 Usually, in order to observe such effects, the 

polymer needs to be physically connected to a power supply. A rather recent and alternative option 

is to address conducting polymers in a wireless way, based on the concept of bipolar 

electrochemistry.14 When a free-standing polypyrrole (PPy) film is integrated in a bipolar 

electrochemical set-up, it undergoes reversible mechanical deformation,2c which can be used for 



controlled actuation,15and also for wireless sensing of various types of molecules.16  In the latter 

case, the degree of bending of the PPy actuator at one extremity is directly correlated with the 

concentration of analyte that is converted at the opposite extremity. So far the selectivity of such an 

actuator has been rather limited and mostly controlled by the thermodynamic values of the involved 

redox couples. 

Scheme 1. Illustration of the hybrid Pt-PPy film used for chiral recognition (a) Top view and (b) cross 

section of Pt-PPy (c) Scheme of the bipolar electrochemical cell for chiral recognition of mandelic acid 

with the hybrid actuator.  

 

In order to introduce a much higher degree of selectivity, we propose in the present contribution to 

integrate the above-mentioned chiral platinum as an enantioselective component into a wireless PPy 

actuator. The resulting hybrid material with double functionality allows triggering the actuation in 

the presence of a chosen enantiomer. This can be considered as the artificial biomimetic equivalent 

of a muscle which is preferentially interacting with only one stereoisomer, analog to what has been 

observed in body tissue.3 

The efficient wireless electromechanical deformation of PPy observed so far makes it a promising 

candidate for the integration of a chiral encoded mesoporous metal in order to obtain a free-

standing hybrid material with enhanced functionalities. Such a bilayer structure can be readily 

addressed by bipolar electrochemistry, and exhibits enantioselective recognition properties, which 

directly influence the speed of deformation of the polymer. In order to intimately combine both 

materials and facilitate their synergistic action, successive electrodeposition steps have to be 

employed.  

In a first step, chiral encoded mesoporous Pt was electrodeposited on a fraction of a gold coated 

glass slide (for details see Supporting Information and Fig. S1). Subsequently the substrate 

comprising the gold and the platinum layer is covered with a layer of PPy by electropolymerization. 

Then the gold layer is etched away with a KI/I2 solution in order to liberate the hybrid material. 

Scheme 1a and 1b represent the top and side view of the resulting free-standing film. Its different 

components, PPy (green spot), mesoporous Pt (blue spot), and the Pt-PPy junction (red spot)) have 

been characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) as illustrated in Fig. 1. A homogeneous 



thin platinum layer (1 m) is intimately connected to the thicker PPy film (50 m) (Fig. 1b and 1e). The 

elemental composition is confirmed by EDS mapping (inset of Figure 1b). The PPy part of the hybrid 

material exhibits two different faces, similar to what has been described previously.2c Very smooth 

PPy is observed for the top face (Fig. 1c), because it has been facing the gold substrate during 

polymerization (Fig. 1a). However, the face which during the growth was oriented towards the 

solution is rather rough (Fig. S2). The so-obtained composite film shows good mechanical stability 

and can be used for the subsequent selectivity studies. Mandelic acid (MA) enantiomers have been 

chosen in order to examine the chiral selectivity of the hybrid Pt-PPy material. In a preliminary 

experiment, the as-prepared chiral imprinted Pt-PPy film was first studied by differential pulse 

voltammetry (DPV) with the different enantiomer solutions in the oxidation region of mandelic acid 

(0.2 to 0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl). Fig. S3 illustrates the enantioselective features of the freestanding hybrid 

material. The signal amplitude of Pt-PPy imprinted with R-MA is significantly higher in a R-MA 

solution compared to the analog experiment in S-MA.  

 

Fig. 1 SEM images of the hybrid chiral imprinted Pt-PPy film at different positions. (a,d) top and side 

view of the chiral-encoded platinum layer, (b, e) top and side view of the Pt-PPy junction (inset: EDS 

map), (c,f) top and side view of the PPy film.  

  

This indicates that the hybrid R-MA imprinted Pt-PPy preferentially converts R-MA at the platinum 

surface rather than S-MA. A very similar behavior has been observed in previous studies for the 

enantioselective electrochemistry of other chiral molecules.12a-12d, 17 As described in more detail 

in these previous reports and in the supporting information, the discrimination can be ascribed to a 

change in partition coefficient between the solution and the porous metal phase. One can compare 

the metal phase with a sponge that has a higher affinity for one enantiomer due to the presence of 

the chiral cavities. Therefore, the apparent concentration of the “good” enantiomer in the metal 

phase is higher with respect to the “wrong” enantiomer. This leads to higher oxidation currents in 

differential pulse voltammetry and it is therefore expected that in the bipolar electrochemical set-up 

such higher currents allow a similar discrimination via an electromechanical read-out. 

 For the bipolar electrochemical study, the free-standing chiral hybrid film was positioned in the 

middle of the cell with the rough surface oriented downwards (Scheme 1c). Applying the electric field 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



with the chiral-encoded Pt facing, the negative feeder electrode leads to a positive polarization of 

this extremity (δ+). Above a certain threshold polarization, this allows mandelic acid to be oxidized at 

the chiral imprinted metal surface.18 On the other hand, the opposite PPy extremity acquires a 

negative polarization (δ-), thus undergoes a reduction of the oxidized PPy, accompanied by a release 

of iodide anions in order to ensure charge compensation. Iodide has been previously integrated into 

the polymer by ion exchange during the rather long (48 hrs) gold etching step. The release of iodide 

during polarization preferentially occurs through the rough face of the polymer due to the higher 

active surface area. Consequently, this face of the polymer strip starts to shrink and induces a 

bending towards the rough face. The degree of bending should be therefore directly correlated with 

the amount of electrons available from the oxidation of mandelic acid occurring at the opposite end 

of the strip.   

In order to verify this hypothesis, the hybrid film is exposed to the electric field in the presence of the 

two different enantiomers and the bending is measured as the distance between the PPy extremity 

before and during the application of the electric field. The chiral selectivity can then be deduced from 

the difference in relative bending:  

Relative bending = (Bending distance for the studied enantiomer at a given time)/(Final bending 

distance for the imprinted enantiomer)  (1) 

R-MA and S-MA imprinted Pt-PPy samples were used as actuators with an enantioselectivity 

illustrated in Figure 2. In the case of R-MA imprinted Pt-PPy, the polymer strip exhibits a significant 

and rapid bending in R-MA solution due to the more efficient electrooxidation of this enantiomer. 

However, in a solution containing S-MA, the target molecules are converted more slowly and 

therefore lead to a less pronounced bending (Fig. 2a and Video S1). In order to verify the concept, 

the symmetrically opposite situation is also studied by using S-MA imprinted Pt-PPy. As expected, the 

bending is now more efficient in S-MA solution compared to the R-MA solution (Fig. 2b and Video 

S2). A final control experiment with non-imprinted  

Pt-PPy leads to no significant difference between the two enantiomer solutions, due to the achiral 

character of the actuator (Fig. S4).  

 



 

Fig. 2 Bipolar electrochemical actuation of hybrid chiral Pt-PPy in 50 mM R-MA (blue) and S-MA (red) 

using 50 mM HCl as supporting electrolyte. Relative bending measured as a function of time for (a) R-

MA imprinted Pt-PPy and (b) S-MA imprinted Pt-PPy. The pictures on the right have been taken after 

6 min of applied potential. The green line indicates the initial position of the actuator, whereas red 

corresponds to its final position. 

 

The differentiation between the two enantiomers is by essence based on the kinetics of bending, 

because it is directly related to the amplitude of the local current flowing in the bipolar object. The 

analytical information is provided by the speed of bending of these materials conditioned by the 

selective recognition via the chiral imprinted mesoporous platinum. The above results indicate that 

the bending rate is significantly different for the two enantiomers and thus allows achieving a 

pronounced enantioselectivity of these hybrid materials. Therefore, at a given time, the degree of 

bending is higher for the “good” enantiomer compared to the “wrong” one. Obviously, when waiting 

for a long enough time this difference will become smaller, because the polymer in the “good” 

enantiomer solution reaches its maximum degree of bending imposed by the experimental set-up, 

and therefore the polymer in the “wrong” solution will be able to catch up. 

In summary, an original hybrid bilayer material, composed of chiral imprinted platinum and 

polypyrrole, has been successfully synthesized by electrodeposition and electropolymerization. The 

unique features of both compounds, chiral recognition and wireless actuation abilities, are combined 

in a synergistic way in order to design an enantioselective actuator. Mandelic acid has been used in 

these first proof-of-principle experiments, but the approach can be extended to other chiral 

molecules, as long as their structures can be encoded in the metal. The mesoporous morphology of 



the metal layer ensures a significant difference in electroconversion of the two enantiomers, which is 

directly transduced into a different bending rate. The discrimination is optimal at the timescale of 

minutes. However, the kinetics of bending of the designed hybrid material strongly depends on the 

following three main factors: (i) the concentration of analyte; (ii) the difference of applied potential 

between the two feeder electrodes; (iii) the density of imprinted sites and the total electroactive 

surface area of the chiral imprinted mesoporous platinum. Therefore, playing with these three 

different parameters allows optimizing the bending kinetics for a given analyte. For long reaction 

times, both enantiomers will eventually result in the same degree of bending, because the actuator 

reacting with the correct enantiomer reaches its state of maximum bending. No significant difference 

of bending distance is observed at any time for non-imprinted Pt-PPy. This study describes a new 

concept where bipolar electrochemistry is used for enantioselective actuation based on a bilayer 

hybrid material. It can be considered as a mimic of certain biological processes where molecular 

recognition is combined with mechanical action and therefore opens up promising perspectives for 

the design of devices with sophisticated functionalities. 
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